Draft SSAA Tasmania Covid-19 Roadmap to Recovery Safe Plan
Stage 2 (from 3pm June 5, 2020)
Target Shooting Ranges
During Stage 2 restrictions, SSAA Ranges will be available for competition and training use. No
more than 20 people can be on a range at any one time and physical distancing and hygiene
guidelines apply. This document contains protocols and checklists for Compliance Officers and
Athletes (Shooters).
– COVID Compliance Officers.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

A COVID Compliance Officer will be nominated to make sure the range is safe to open.
A Reception Area is staffed and in place as near to the range entry as possible. (See diagram below)
Hygiene and distancing signs are visible.
Hand sanitising stations are set up and stocked.
At risk contact points have been cleaned prior to allowing athletes onto the range – including but not
limited to the following:
o Bench surfaces (these will also need to be cleaned after each use)
o Door handles (doors in use should be left open)
o light switches (should only need to be cleaned start and finish of shoot)
o all identified at risk contact points identified must be cleaned hourly while the range is open.
Make sure Range Officers follow the identified strategies (noting any additions for different
disciplines) to minimise contamination from range activities
Make sure canteens and kitchens are closed, but free bottles of water are available (where this is
within the range guidelines).
Ensure the completion of the range specific checklist prior to the opening of the range and again at
the conclusion of the range activities (adaptable draft will be provided to clubs)
If ANY shooter appears unwell with flu-like symptoms, ask them to remove themselves from the
range

Signing In – Upon arrival, athletes will:
1. Wash or sanitise their hands,
2. show their membership card and firearms licence/exemption/minors permit to the
Recorder who will fill out the range book on the athletes behalf
§ athletes are not to be asked to sign the attendance register
3. provide a current contact number to the recorder for use in the event contact tracing is
required
4. receive their receipt (where issued).
5. Deposit any cash into the In Till
6. receive any change from the Cashier
§ Use EFTPOS if it is available.
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– Athletes (Shooters).
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Be aware of your own health and risk factors:
o DO NOT come to the range if you are sick.
o Consider not coming to the range if you are in a high-risk category.
o Be aware that you WILL be sent home if you appear unwell.
o Be aware that we will be taking a zero-tolerance approach to any member putting
themselves or others at risk.
Sanitise your hands:
o on arrival,
o prior to departure
o regularly whilst at the range: including
§ before and after handling targets or patches,
§ before and after picking up brass,
§ before and after handling another person’s firearms ammunition, or
accessories,
§ before and after eating,
Do not bring non-participating friends or family to the range.
If you have them, bring Empty Chamber Indicators for each firearm
Before leaving home, check for any modifications to the roster and the availability of
EFTPOS.
Do not expect to be able to access club firearms or share other people’s firearms
o If sharing firearms / club firearms, stringent sanitising measures will be required.
Failure to allow this may be reason to be asked to leave the range
Bring correct change, food and drink and anything else you need to participate including
bench mats and suitable clothing.
Follow instructions from range officials if the range is full.
o If the range is nearing capacity, the compliance officer, a committee member or the
attendance recorder for the day (which may change while these people are
participating) will ask you to wait in your car until there is a space available for you.
o If you arrive towards the end of the time that the range will be open for the day, you
may be asked to try again at a later date
Record details on your Participation Card but do not ask for it to be signed during Stage 2
restrictions.
Leave promptly when you have finished shooting and notify the Recorder of your departure.
Follow the Range Officer’s instructions, especially regarding any changes to discipline rules
or procedures.
Be aware of modified signing-in procedures (See diagram), especially relating to sanitising
hands on arrival and departure.

Further information for clubs is available on request.
Contact SSAA Tasmania via secretary@ssaatas.com.au
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